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Modal verbs
Oxford Learner’s Pocket Verbs and Tenses is a compact, easy-to-use book which 
explains the form, meaning, and use of verbs and tenses, and is ideal for 
preparing for exams such as IELTS and Cambridge English: PET, FCE, CAE, and 
CPE. The following units cover the form, meaning, and use of modal verbs.
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77  Can, could, may, would, and 
will (requests and offers)

Requests with can, could, and may
A We most commonly make requests 

with can or could. Could is generally 
considered more tentative, polite, or 
formal than can.

Can you help me for a minute?
Could you close the door, please?
Can I borrow your pen?
Could I open the window?

B We can also use may I/we, which is 
often considered even more polite or 
formal. We do not use may you.

May I sit here?
not May you help me?

C to ask to receive things we often use 
can/could I have …?

Can I have your address? 
Could I have a receipt please? 

Phrases for requesting

D We can use would you mind …? to 
make our requests more tentative, 
polite, or formal. note the different 
patterns, according to whether we 
request the listener to do something or 
to allow something. also note the use 
of the past subjunctive after would you 
mind if I …? u 24.
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Would you mind giving this book 
to Jane?
Would you mind if I closed the 
window?

E We can also use do you mind …? 
This is slightly less tentative, polite, or 
formal than would you mind …?

Do you mind waiting a few minutes?
Do you mind if I close the window?

F We can also use is it OK if …? to make 
informal requests.

Is it OK if I use the phone?
not Is it OK using the phone?

Offers with can and will/’ll
G We most commonly use can to 

make offers.
Can we help you?
Can I carry your bags for you?
Peter can take you to the station.

H We also use will/’ll.
I’ll help you.
Peter will take you to the station.

We do not use the full form will with 
pronouns when we make an offer.
not I will help you.

I We often use can/’ll ... if you like.
I can make the coffee if you like.
I’ll email Kara if you like.
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Phrases for offering

J We can use would you like (me to) …? 
to make our offers more tentative, 
polite, or formal.

Would you like a drink?
Would you like me to help you?

K We can also use do you want (me to) …? 
to make an offer. This is more neutral in 
tone than would you like …?

Do you want something to drink? 
Do you want me to cook dinner?

note that we do not use a that-clause 
after would you like …? and do you 
want …?
Would you like me to come with you?
not Would you like that I come 
with you?

L We can also use let me … to make an 
offer to do something u 95.

Let me help you with the washing up.

TIP
To request things in a shop or restaurant 
we can use can/could I have …?  
(e.g. Can I have a sparkling water 
please?). However, we often just say 
the thing we want, adding please.
A large cappuccino, please.
A pack of aspirin, please.

When ordering food, we often use 
I’ll have … .
I’ll have the risotto.
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78  Might, may, could, can, 
and must (likelihood, 
probability, certainty)

A We use might, may, could, can, and 
must to express the likelihood, 
probability, or certainty of something.

Might and may (future likelihood)

B We use might and may when we think 
that something is, or isn’t, likely in the 
future. Might is generally more common 
than may in informal spoken english.
It might rain later.
I might not go to France next month 
after all.
There may be a slight delay.
We may not get there in time.

C We can also use could, but this is less 
common than might or may when 
talking about the future. We do not use 
could not in this way.
It could rain later.
Don’t go now. Our bus could arrive 
soon.
not It couldn’t rain later.

D We do not use can or can’t to express 
future likelihood.
not It can rain later.
not Our bus can arrive soon.
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Might, may, could, and can  
(present likelihood)

E We use might, may, and could when 
we think that something is, or isn’t, 
likely in the present. This is often when 
we are making deductions based on 
present evidence.
I think this may be our taxi.
The supermarket might still be open.
Elena might not be home yet.
This could be Sam’s bag.

We do not use could not in this way.
not Elena could not be home yet.

F We use can only in questions.
Who can that be at this time of night?
not The supermarket can still be open.

Must and can’t (certainty)

G We use must when we are certain 
about something. This is often when 
we deduce something.
You haven’t eaten all day. You must 
be hungry.
My keys must be here somewhere.
He must like spaghetti a lot. He eats so 
much of it!

H The opposite of this is can’t. We use 
can’t when we are certain something is 
not possible.
You’ve just had a huge pizza – you 
can’t still be hungry.
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78 That can’t be Kim’s coat. It’s too big.
This can’t be right. There must be a 
mistake.
not You’ve just had a huge pizza – 
you mustn’t still be hungry.

We can also use cannot to emphasize 
that we are shocked, surprised, or 
disbelieving.
This cannot be true!

I In Uk english, we do not use mustn’t 
when we are certain something is not 
possible.
not You mustn’t still be hungry.

However, this is sometimes possible in 
american english.

Have (got) to be
J We can also use have to be or have got 

to be as an alternative to must to talk 
about something we are certain about. 
This is more common in informal 
contexts.
My wallet has to be here somewhere.
That has got to be the worst film I’ve 
ever seen.
You’ve got to be joking!

Past likelihood/certainty

K We express likelihood and certainty in 
the past with must/might/may/could/
can’t + have + past participle.
Elena might not have left work yet.
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Peter’s not here yet. He could’ve 
missed his bus.
Anna wasn’t at the meeting. She 
must’ve forgotten about it.
You can’t/couldn’t have seen Jack 
earlier this morning. He’s in New York 
at the moment.

Note that can’t have and couldn’t have 
have the same meaning. Note that we 
do not use can have in this way.

L For can/could to express theoretical 
possibility u 75.

TIP
There are a number of expressions and 
exclamations using You must/can’t 
be … .
You must be joking!
You must be mad!
You can’t be serious!
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